is a Mexican Singer and Songwriter dedicated to the rescue and fusion of World Music since 8 years ago. She has
performed in Mexico, Spain, Germany, Canada and Cambodia. With her album
she has caused great interest
thanks to her powerful voice that makes an emotional connection with the audience, and her unique way to fuse the mexican music
with different world rhythms.
is a versatility artist with music, literature, theatre, sound effects and musical production. Her vocation for cultural
management and the conquer of international audiences has her immerse on a search to show Mexican music in different
countries and working on a mixed composition as a result of her passion for the multi-culture and the world's roots union.
On 2014
embark the adventure of producing her first album on an independent way in México and Spain with 18
musicians from both countries, having the funds from different institutions who supported her project due to the high cultural
content that "Madre Mestiza" represents, beside to a successful crowdfunding.
makes an approach to influence of other cultures have been on Mexican Music, through new compositions
returning to the roots and deconstruct the meanings of World Music. Each Song portray popular language and the mexican
imaginary collective that exquisitely harmonized with traditional genres fused with other world music it becomes in a cool and
elegant Folk.

"A Corrido dances with Dixie, a Sandunga seduces to Jazz, a Ranchera becomes Manifesto, and a Son Jalisciense radiates all
folklore of years of tradition". Mural (Jalisco, México)
“LA MEXICANA HIT WITH HER NEW ALBUM!”… "A disc impossible to tag for its originality". Diario Imagen (Ciudad de México)
"She goes out.with Guitar in hand and mexican color. “Moreno” is the first song. A smile that captivate and a voice that moves
something in your soul. Wonderful live concert. The artista triumphs with her new album release 'Madre Mestiza'. Fisura
Producciones (Madrid, Spain)
"Last night Lüla Reyna pulled the tradition of the classic seams of her repertoire to conclude the Festival of Mexican Music
"Musaméxico". The concert, held at the Ethnological Museum of Tenerife's Capital, lit a Lüla Reyna who showed the audience her
mestization sound. The singer sang to love, to pain, to oblivion, intolerance ... She unburdened her deep voice wrapped with the
sounds of a band that gave flight to the dreams, fears and memories ... Lüla Reyna is a young interpreter who looking with audacity
and confronting the past. Periódico El día (Tenerife, Islas Canarias)
"Masterfully, Lüla Reyna offered a selection of pieces of Mexican music with new arrangements and enriched with a variety
instrumentation. 'Madre Mestiza' is a celebration of Mexican culture as fusion of pre-Columbian and European influences ... The
closing concert was with the song 'Cruz de Olvido', chanted from start to finish by entire audience, which certainly was the best
moment of the night". Diario Cultura Autlán (Jalisco, México)

www.lulareyna.com
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